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story-telling to while away the tedium of their own secluded
lives. Some of their lyrics show that they were by no means
meek and gentle.
The greatest Japanese work of fiction, one of the great
novels of all time, is the long romance Genji Monagatari,
completed in 1003 by the Lady Murasaki Shikibu. As in
China so in Japan while poems cannot be too short novels
can hardly be too long. Here, too, China influenced Japan,
and her great novel of The Three Dynasties must be remem-
bered amongst the influences which made up Bushido,
with its tales of loyalty and courage and adventure, and
which served as a model in literature.
But the Genji Monagatari is unique, an authentic work
of Japanese art. Written seven centuries before Pamela^
with which it is often compared, this very modern novel
was composed to beguile a young princess who had become
a Shinto priestess, and found little to occupy her. It is
a religion which leaves even the mind empty.
Murasaki was herself a humble member of the Fujiwara
clan, who saw to it that all positions of authority and
influence were parcelled out among them, and her fine
apartments at Ishiyama, looking out on a lovely garden
above Lake Biwa, are still kept intact. From this quiet
retreat came her spirited account of the amours and ad-
ventures of Genji, the Prince Charming of the age, poet,
connoisseur, and libertine. Like a gorgeous scroll the sixty-
four chapters of this masterpiece unfold, a priceless docu-
ment for studying the life of the nobility of the era, its
elegant futility and polished licentiousness. It is indeed
as a true historical record that the authoress offers her
work to her readers: 'History,' she says, 'is usually a dull
record, and biassed/ Is she thinking of the dynastic his-
tories of China, or of Kojiki and Nihongi? 'Romances,'
she goes on, 'are true history, vivid scenes of contem-
porary society. Their authors are free to choose what is
best when that is their aim, what is most amusing when
they wish^to amuse/ Japanese genius has always shone
brightest in this art of selection, and as her editor Mr,

